Interactive multi-view video enables users to enjoy the video from different viewpoints. Yet multi-view dramatically increases the video data volume and their computation, making realtime transmission and interactions a challenging task. It therefore calls for efficient view synthesis strategies that flexibly generate visual views. In this paper, we present a collaborative view synthesis strategy for online interactive multi-view video streaming based on Depth-Image Based Rendering (DIBR) view synthesis technology, which generates a visual view with the texture and depth information on both sides. Different from the traditional DIBR algorithm for single view synthesis, we explore the collaboration relationship between different viewpoints synthesis for a range of visual views generation, and propose Shift DIBR (S-DIBR). In S-DIBR, only the projected pixels, rather than all the pixels of the reference view, are utilized for next visual view generation. Therefore, the computation complexity of projection transform, which is the most computation intensive process in the traditional DIBR algorithm, is reduced to fulfill the requirement of online interactive streaming. Experiment results validate the efficiency of our collaborative view synthesis strategy, as well as the bandwidth scalability of the streaming system.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of electronic and computing technology, multi-view video has recently attracted extensive interest due to greatly enhanced viewing experience. A variety of applications have emerged, such as, immersive teleconference, 3DTV and free viewpoint video. In those applications, the users can choose an arbitrary viewpoint to visualize sports or dynamic art actions. Furthermore, multi-camera systems bring users walk-through viewing experience through multiple local ray-space representation and 3-D model generation.
Unlike conventional single-view video systems, a multiview video system allows the viewer to change viewpoint and to enjoy some special viewing experience such as View sweep and Frozen moment. It largely enhances the interactivity for users in entertainment orientated applications [1] . However, it also brings challenges to data delivery due to the huge data amounts to be transmitted. An interactive streaming system needs to make a good tradeoff between the transmission bandwidth and rendering quality [7] . Many researchers have been investigating this topic in the past few years [1, 5] . Several video formats have been developed for live or video on demand streaming, such as the multi-view video plus depth (MVD) format, in which the depth and texture information is provided to generate visual view for stereo or multi-view display [2] . The European project AT-TEST has developed auto-stereoscopic 3D display with the video streaming in MVD format for the left view and right view. Compared with the conventional 2DTV, less than 20% bandwidth is increased for auto-stereoscopic 3D display with the MVD format [6] . For multi-view streaming, the bandwidth can be further reduced through view synthesis with the MVD format, since the system can just transmit selected viewpoint videos rather than all. It also means view synthesis computation can be proceeded in the user's side, and the effectiveness to generate visual views greatly affects the rendering quality. Also, computation complexity and bandwidth adaptivity need to be considered for online interactive applications. As such an interactive multi-view streaming system has following demands.
1. Rendering Quality. A visual view is interpolated between transmitted views to reduce disparity of interview and smooth the view sweeping process;
2. Efficiency. The computation complexity should be reduced to guarantee the availability of interactive data;
3. Bandwidth Scalability. Given the different bandwidth conditions, it should allow users to enjoy different view quality levels adaptive to their available bandwidth.
In this paper, we present a collaborative view synthesis strategy for online interactive multi-view video streaming system. To reduce the transmission bandwidth, selected views are transmitted to users as reference views, which are utilized to generate the visual views to smooth view sweeping application. Specifically, a Shift DIBR (S-DIBR) algorithm is proposed to guarantee the rendering quality and efficiency. According to the available bandwidth, the users can also enjoy improved viewing experience with a scalable layer. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first review the related work in Section II. In Section III, we outline the main structure of the interactive multi-view streaming system. The collaborative view synthesis strategy is presented in Section IV. Then we will describe the traditional DIBR algorithm and the new S-DIBR algorithm which we proposed to reduce computation complexity for a range of visual views synthesis in Section V. The experimental results are presented in Section VI. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VII.
RELATED WORK
In the DIBR research, effective view synthesis remains an open problem given different conditions. Xue et al. [11] proposed a visual view rendering method based on depth image, which makes a tradeoff between the image quality and computation complexity. Unfortunately the pre-process depth map by expanding object edge results in depth distortion, especially in complicated background environment. Daribo and Saito [3] improved the rendering quality through a bilateral filter by taking into account the strength of the depth discontinuity. Meanwhile, the computation complexity is increased as a tradeoff. Schmeing and Jiang [10] designed a faithful approach specially for the disocclusion problem, which provides realistic texture rather than mixture of nearby pixels. However, it is not appropriate for online interactive application, since the dissoclution area in transformed background is corrected manually. In [4] an inpainting-based layered depth view generation method was developed to reduce the amount of residual data to complete missing pixels from the main layer. These previous works considered the single view synthesis only. We on the other hand consider an efficient view synthesis method with low computation complexity to generate a group of visual views for the interactive application of multi-view streaming systems. To our knowledge, the collaborative view synthesis for the streaming system has been largely unexplored.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In Fig.1 , we outline the streaming structure of a multiview interactive application system. The system is mainly based on the DIBR algorithm, which can generate visual view with the depth and texture information of reference views on both sides. A depth map records the depth value of each point on the frame, which represents the distance from the viewer to the object. A texture map records the pixel value of each point accordingly, which provides the color information of the object. The points in the reference views are projected to a 3D space, and then projected to the coordinates of the target visual view. From Fig.1 for a unique viewpoint. The opaque cameras are reference views, capturing depth and texture information, while the translucent cameras are visual views to be generated by the reference views. Actually, the streaming videos of these viewpoints are still captured in our system. They are used for scalable coding with synthesized views. A scalable layer is then transmitted to the users with high bandwidth.
The system includes both the server side and the user side. According to the bandwidth level, the users can be divided into a high bandwidth group and a low bandwidth group. After the server receives the videos captured by multi-camera, the reference view videos are chosen from these original videos. Then the streaming process provides the service with two layers, the base layer and the scalable layer. The base layer is prepared for all users and transmitted with multiview coding (MVC) for further compression. When the users receive the base layer, view synthesis is proceeded with the reference views from MVC decoding. The scalable layer is then prepared for the high bandwidth group users to enjoy higher viewing quality. It is generated with visual views and original views in the server side, making use of scalable video coding (SVC). Our system utilizes both MVC and SVC for the efficiency and scalability. The two coding strategies can proceed in parallel, so the computation time does not delay the server or users for online streaming. From above description, we can see the view synthesis is utilized in both server side and user side. Therefore it is necessary to develop an efficient view synthesis strategy for the interactive streaming system.
VIEW SYNTHESIS COLLABORATION
Different from traditional view synthesis methods, which mainly focus on the accuracy of single visual view generation, we consider how to efficiently generate a group of visual views with different viewpoints for interactive appli- Fig.2 (a) , the middle view among the visual views is generated in priority, and the remaining visual views are synthesized with the middle view and reference views. In the shift synthesis pattern Fig.2 (b) , a range of visual views with different viewpoints are generated directly from the two reference views.
In our system, a shift synthesis is utilized to prepare for the texture maps of visual views for interactive applications. Comparing with the middle synthesis, there are three advantages in the aspects of efficiency, accuracy and buffer saving. (1) Given that a GPU supports the parallel computing, the shift synthesis pattern outperforms the middle synthesis pattern without waiting for the synthesized results. (2) In the middle synthesis pattern, the depth distortion during view synthesis is brought into the generation of a new visual view. The rendering quality deterioration accumulates as the number of visual view generation increases; (3) In the middle synthesis, the synthesized depth map of the visual view has to be reserved in both server side and user side for a new visual view generation. By contrast, in the shift synthesis pattern, the buffer storage space is reduced without reservation for the depth map of the visual view.
VIEW SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM
In this section, we first give an overview on the DIBR algorithm [6] , which generates the visual view with the main reference view and the assistant reference view as shown in Fig.3 . Then we will illustrate the S-DIBR to effectively 
DIBR Algorithm Overview
In DIBR, Each point with a pixel in the texture map relates to a grayscale recorded by depth map. The actual depth value can be calculated as:
where D is the grayscale of the sample point and Z is the depth value, M inZ and M axZ are the depth values of the nearest and farthest points in the real world, respectively. The following steps then proceed with depth map and texture map. In the projection transform process, the points in the reference views are projected to a 3-dimensional space and then projected to the target visual view. After that, a median filter is employed as edge filter to enclose the small holes and smooth disconnections of the depth map. The texture map of the visual view is blended in the projected view and rendered according to the depth value. The remaining disocclusions generated by depth warping are inpainted by the texture map from other reference views.
Proposed S-DIBR Algorithm
From [9] we know the view projection can be described by the equation:
where Kn, and Rn, for n ∈ [1, 2] , are the intrinsic camera parameter and the rotation metric, respectively. The value λ1 and λ2 denote the depth value of the point in the target visual view and the reference view. The depth values are supposed to be the same with short horizontal shift, and the Kn and Rn are identical given that the cameras have the same setup parameters for the same scene. Equation (2) can be rewrote as follows: 
where f is the camera's focal length and (x0, y0) is the offset coordinate of intrinsic parameters. Suppose that the distance between the two reference views is d, and the total number of synthesized views to be generated is N . According to Equation (3), the shift value S0 from the main reference view to the visual view is:
Accordingly, the shift value S1 from the visual view to the assistant reference view is:
From Equation (3-5), we know that the shift value S is proportional to baseline d and inversely proportional to the depth value λ. After the projecting process, some areas are disoccluded without depth or texture information. It also means the same number of pixels are occluded or projected out of boundary. Therefore the projection from other reference views is needed for inpainting disocclusion area. According to [8] , the projection transform is the heaviest computation in the view synthesis process. In the traditional DIBR algorithm, each pixel from the reference view is projected to the target visual view for disocclusion area inpainting. It is necessary because the shift value of the points in the disocclusion area can not be computed without the depth information. Each pixel from the reference view has the potential to be projected in this area. However, in the view synthesis process for a group of different viewpoints, the projection transform is restricted to the hole filling area of the last transform after the first projection transform is completed. Given that V iew(0) and V iew(N + 1) are the reference views, we take them as R(0) and R(N + 1) for short. There are N views from V iew(1) to V iew(N ) to be synthesized, and we denote them as V (1), V (2), .. Fig.4 shows the collaborative view synthesis process between the main reference view and the assistant reference view in S-DIBR. According to Equation (3), the disocclusion problem in the texture map happens when disconnections occur in the depth map. As to a pair of neighboring pixels P ixela and P ixel b with λ b − λa = 0, we have the following equation
Given that the cameras shift horizontally, λa and λ b keep constant after the view shift. Therefore the disocclusion area is proportional to the baseline d. When users sweep from R(0) to R(N + 1), there are N visual views to be generated between R(0) and R(N + 1). We have the computation latency T as follows:
where Tp, Tm, Tt, and T h are related to the time cost in pixel projection, median filtering, texture matching and hole filling process, respectively. In DIBR, all the pixels on both reference frames are required for pixel projection. Since Tp is proportional to the frame size P , the time cost in pixel projection is Tp(D) = 2N KP , where K is the time coefficient for pixel projection of a single frame. In S-DIBR, only the projected pixels rather than all the pixels of the reference views are utilized for the next visual view generation. The disocclusion area reduces as the shift value between the main reference view and visual view decreases. Suppose Pi M and Pi A are the sets of projected pixels for V (i) in warping process from the main reference view and the assistant reference view respectively, then we have the following relation:
Let αi be the possibility of the pixels projected from Pi+1 to Pi, and from Equation (8)
. So we have Tp(S) for S-DIBR as follows:
Where Tj,p is the time cost in pixel projection process for V (j). Since Tp ≫ Tm + Tt + T h and δ M ≅ δ A , we have the computation latency reduction ratio ϕ as follows: 
EVALUATION
In the following experiments, our multi-view video data comes from the "Breakdancing" of Microsoft visual interactive group including 8 cameras setup in a horizontal line to capture the same scene from different viewpoints. The resolution for each frame is 1024 * 768, and there are 100 frames to be rendered at 15f ps. The experiments are proceeded in the computer with P entium(R)D CPU 3.4 GHz and 2.00 GB of RAM.
View Synthesis Analysis
Our system is developed to provide interactive applications for users to enjoy multi-view videos. When the users sweep the views, the disparity between the views would corrupt the rendering quality. From Fig.5 . we can see the great disparity between the original views (O(i) for short) O(3) and O(5). In order to sweep the view smoothly, the visual view (V (i) for short) is generated by O(3) and O(5). From the PSNR and Structural Similarity (SSIM), the V (4) is rendered close to O(4). When the user sweeps the views from O(3) to O(5), it will first arrive to V (4) as the transitional view and then reaches the destination view. Therefore it shows that the interpolation of the visual view is helpful to smooth the view sweeping. As the distance between the two reference views increases, the view synthesis quality decreases. We perform the view synthesis for V (4) with different pairs of reference views, R(3) and R(5), R(2) and R(6), R(1) and R(7) respectively. From Fig.6 , we can see that the quality of view synthesis with reference views R(2) and R(6) are generally the same to that with R(3) and R(5). The view synthesis quality degrades sharply when the shift distance is increased to 6 views (5 visual views included). There are two reasons for this. First, from Equation (4), the shift value is proportional to the depth value. The depth distortion accumulates gradually, and it leads to mismatch during the hole filling process. Second, in S-DIBR, it is supposed that the parallel cameras are arranged in horizontal line and the depth value is constant during the view shift process. Actually, the cameras usually make a circle with an appropriate radian to capture the same scene. (e.g. in "Break Dancer" the radian is about 30 degree between the camera on the left end and the one on the right end.) And the depth value changes as the view angle changes. If the radian change can not be ignored, the depth value will not keep constant. These two reasons prevent S-DIBR from the application of long distance shift, which we expect to address in the future.
Performance Comparisons
We next compare the collaborative view synthesis algorithm S-DIBR with conventional warping DIBR (W-DIBR for short) on rendering quality and computing efficiency. The V (4) is taken as the median visual view. The reference views are the neighboring views (e.g. R(2) and R(6) are the reference views for visual view V (3, 4, 5), and in S-DIBR R(2) and R(6) are the main reference views for V (3) and V (5), respectively.) We generate the visual view with W-DIBR and S-DIBR and compute the average PSNR and SSIM, respectively. As the shift value increases, more visual views are generated for view interpolation to reduce the disparity during view changes. From Tab.1, we can see S-DIBR have the similar PSNR and SSIM with W-DIBR when just one single visual view is synthesized. The rendering quality of both W-DIBR and S-DIBR is maintained when the number of visual views are increased to 2. The rendering quality of W-DIBR decreases sharply when 3 visual views need to be generated. Meanwhile, S-DIBR still keeps the performance since the main reference views provide the major texture. The S-DIBR rendering quality begins to deteriorate for 5 visual views generation, due to the accumulation of depth distortion and radian expansion.
In order to compare the efficiency of W-DIBR and S-DIBR, we measure the average synthesis time over 100 frames. From Fig.7 , we compare the computation latency of view synthesis, which includes the pixel projection, rendering, and hole filling.
1 For one visual view synthesis, the W-DIBR and S-DIBR have the similar time cost. In 2 visual view generation, about 15% of synthesis time is saved in S-DIBR. The gap between W-DIBR and S-DIBR keeps expanding and finally reaches 30% in 6 visual view generation. Therefore, as the visual view number increases, the efficiency of collaborative view synthesis becomes more obvious. 
Scalable Rendering
The resolution of the frames in the view video is 256 * 192 compressed from 1024 * 768 and the frame rate of streaming is 15f ps. The original texture map is 144K and the corresponding depth map is 30K before compression. We now measure the PSNR and SSIM value for each frame of the video with the bitrate of 260Kbps, 425Kbps and 610Kbps. In Fig.8 , the different bitrates respectively stand for 3 reference views streaming, 5 reference views streaming, and 5 reference views plus scalable layer streaming. We can see that the rendering quality in bitrate of 260Kbps is low, with the trading off of bandwidth saving. The rendering quality is improved greatly with bitrate of 425Kbps, because more reference views are provided and the view shift distance is reduced by about 50%. As to the bitrate of 610Kbps, the view synthesis strategy and scalable layer cooperate to yield high rendering quality. The rendering quality with high bandwidth is also stable, because the impact of the depth distortion in view synthesis is alleviated.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a collaborative view synthesis strategy for multi-view streaming system. Making use of DIBR, it has effectively reduced the amount of data transmission in traditional multi-view streaming systems, and has realized the scalable rendering according to different bandwidth levels. The proposed S-DIBR algorithm has reduced the computing complexity in pixel projection transform, which is the heaviest computation task in the traditional DIBR algorithm. The results from experiments have shown that our view synthesis for interpolation is helpful to smooth the view sweeping application. The evaluation between S-DIBR and W-DIBR has demonstrated significant performance improvement with respect to view synthesis quality and computation complexity. Furthermore the streaming quality in our streaming system has been analyzed with different bandwidth levels. However, the depth distortion and radian expansion problem still prevents S-DIBR from effectively serving long distance cameras, which will be addressed in our future work.
